TECHNOLOGY, ARTS AND CRAFTS,  
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE  
(Classification  S - T)  
Part 1: A-L

Format is DVD, unless otherwise indicated as VHS (videocassette). Most of these items are located at Media Reserve, 2nd floor of the Library. Some items may be currently checked out or located in campus offices outside the Library. Please check the Library’s Online Catalog for current availability and location of these titles.

CALL NUMBER: T55 .A32 2000

Advanced character modeling in Maya 2.0. [Toronto] : Alias/Wavefront, c1999. (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: TR897.7 .A38 1999 (49 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX745 .A43 2012 (21 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR140.H56 A4 1996 (56 min.)

American farm. [United States] : Morninglight Films, [2007]  
CALL NUMBER: S521.5.N7 A44 2007 (85 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR23 .G65 2003 (160 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TP557 .A447 2014 (80 min.)

CALL NUMBER: T16 .A52 1997 (ca. 50 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR140.L44 A56 1997 (59 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR647.A3 A674 2003 (100 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TL789.8 .U6A5 A66 2009 (118 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX719 .C678 1989 (45 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX879 .A77 1989 (34 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TS178.4 .A87 2002 (45 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TL152 .A87 2007 (24 min.)

CALL NUMBER: T55 .B32 2001 (10 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TH9151 .B32 1991 (15 min.)

CALL NUMBER: T55 .B33 1999 (10 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX683 .B35 2012 (30 min.)

Basic kitchen preparations. [Hyde Park, N.Y.]: The Institute, c2005.
CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C71 2005 (79 min.)

Basic skills for food service workers, practical math. MT Kisco, NY: Vocational Media Assocs.: Dist. by Guidance Assocs., c1989. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX943 .B37 1989 (30 min.)

The basic steps of baking bread. Laminating dough. [Hyde Park, N.Y.]: The Institute, c2007.
CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C72 2007 (ca. 70 min.)

The basics of sauce making. [Hyde Park, NY]: The Institute, c2004. (1 DVD & 1 CD-ROM).
CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C73 2004 (76 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.P4 B42 1994 (23 min.)

The best of America’s test kitchen. [Boston, Mass.] : WGBH Boston Video, [2007]
CALL NUMBER: TX652 .B478 2007 (350 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX763 .B47 2008 (115 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX737 .B47 2008 (110 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TT870 .B48 2009 (approximately 55 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TJ808 .B53 2009 (ca. 56 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TD427.P4 B56 1996 (50 min.)

Blackfish. [Los Angeles, CA] : Magnolia Home Entertainment, [2013]
CALL NUMBER: SF408.6.K54 B53 2013 (83 min.)

Boning a chicken (whole). Shawnee Mission, KS: RMI Media Productions, [c198-?]. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX750 .B66 (ca. 12 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TP559.A7 B66 2011 (72 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX686 .B72 1988 (12:12 min.)

Brew masters. Louisville, CO : Gaiam, c2012.
CALL NUMBER: TP570 .B749 2012 (ca. 220 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C74 2007 (21 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX687 .B76 1989 (16:30 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX851.B8 B8 (12:20 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: SB763.M4 B84 2010 (24 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TH4860 .B84 2007 (44 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TJ211.26 .B94 1994 (ca. 15 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .B84 2004 (57 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TH4818.S77 B853 2005 (162 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.M45 B85 2012 (108 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: SD418.3.I5 B87 2008 (56 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TN844.62.W478 B87 2009 (89 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX945 .C33 (10 min.)

Cake decorating: easy as 1, 2, 3!. Woodridge, IL: Wilton Enterprises, Inc., c1987. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: TX771 .C34 (60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX771 .C343 (ca. 50 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TD224.C3 C34 2008 (22 min.)

Can I eat that? [Arlington, Va.]: PBS: ‡b Distributed by PBS Distribution, c2012.
   CALL NUMBER: TX533 .C36 2012 (approx. 60 min.)

Carving a rib roast--techniques. Shawnee Mission, KS: RMI Media Productions, [c198-?]. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: TX885 .C37 (ca. 9 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR897.7 .C52 2004 (160 min.)

The chef’s chef. [New York]: CBS Video, c2006. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX945.5.F746 C444 2006 (11 min.)

Chinese cooking. Kansas City, MO: RMI Media Productions, [c198-?]. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX724.5.C5 C54 (30 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX724.5.C5 W673 2009 (24 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C75 2007 (61 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TL789.85.M33 C57 2006 (75 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR848 .C56 1994 (15 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX649.A1 C84 2009 (74 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S3 C54 (ca. 30 min.)

Choose my plate. Beverly Hills, CA: National Health Video, [201-]
CALL NUMBER: TX360.U6 C56 2010z (15 min.)

Cold patina video for brass, bronze & copper. Escondido, CA: Sculpt Nouveau, [199-?]. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TS710 .Y61 1990z (75 min.)

Columns of concrete. [Leeds, UK]: The University; distributed by Insight Media. 1981. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TA681.5 .C64 1981 (ca. 25 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR140.C82 C65 2000 (86 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TJ211 .C64 2002 (50 min.)
CALL NUMBER: TS155.63 .C65 1994 (ca. 26 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR650 .C66 2000 v.3 (ca. 130 min.)

Connections 1. New York : Ambrose Video Pub., 2007. (5 DVDs)
CALL NUMBER: T15 .B76 2007 (approximately 100 min. each)

Consomme. Hyde Park, NY: The Institute, c1990. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX819.S8 C66 1990 (16 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TH435 .C66 2006 (ca. 19 min.)

Construction surveying. Auburn, AL : Auburn University, Business and Engineering Outreach, c1996.
CALL NUMBER: TA545 .C66 1996 (ca. 60 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX719 .C66 2007 v.2

CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C66 2012 (27 min.)

Cooking Hawaiian style : the art of island cuisine, seasons 1 and 2. [S.l.] : Cooking Hawaiian Style LLC, [2013].
CALL NUMBER: TX724.5.H3 C66 2013 (614 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX723 .C66 2012 (ca. 4 hours)]

Courtesy is the answer. Skokie, IL: NEM, c1977. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.C8 C68 (16:46 min.)

Covering a buffet table. Shawnee Mission, KS: RMI Media Productions, [c198-?]. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX877 .C68 (ca. 9 min.)

Crafting a nation : one craft beer at a time. [Harrington Park, NJ] : Janson Media, c2013.
CALL NUMBER: TP577 .C73 2013 (95 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TK5105.888 .C74 1997 (ca. 120 min. ea. tape)

   CALL NUMBER: TR897.7 .C743 1996 (ca. 110 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C76 2005 (114 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX649.A1 C84 2012 (279 min.)

The cutting edge : the magic of movie editing. Burbank, CA : distributed by Warner Home Video, [2005]
   CALL NUMBER: TR899 .C87 2005 (99 min.)

Dare to cook barbecue & grilling. Issaquah, WA : Bennett-Watt HD Productions Inc., c2013.
   CALL NUMBER: TX840.B3 D37 2013 (75 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX603 .D37 2013 (88 min.)

Dare to cook food carving artistry, the basics. Issaquah, WA : Bennett-Watt HD Productions, c2011.
   CALL NUMBER: TX740.5 .F662 2011 (73 min.)

Dare to cook gourmet food preservation. Issaquah, WA : Bennett-Watt HD Productions Inc., c2013.
   CALL NUMBER: TX603 .D37 2013 (approximately 88 min.)

Dare to cook seafood basics. Issaquah, WA : Bennett-Watt HD Productions Inc., c2013.
   CALL NUMBER: TX747 .D235 2013 (164 min.)

Dare to cook seasonal Italian cuisine. Fall. Issaquah, WA : Bennett-Watt HD Productions, 2011.
   CALL NUMBER: TX723 .D37 2011 (92 min.)

Dare to cook seasonal Italian cuisine. Spring. Issaquah, WA : Bennett-Watt HD Productions, c2011.
   CALL NUMBER: TX723 .D37 2011 (73 min.)

Dare to cook seasonal Italian cuisine. Summer. Issaquah, WA : Bennett-Watt HD Productions, 2011.
   CALL NUMBER: TX723 .D37 2011 (78 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX723 .D37 2011 (91 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX773 .D43 2000 (ca. 66 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TH4811 .D43 2004 (50 min. ea.)
CALL NUMBER: TX689 .D43 1989 (22 min.)

Defensive driving tactics. 2nd ed. Van Nuys, CA : AIMS Instructional Media Services, c1977. (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: TL152.5 .D4 (15 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3 .D44 1991 (26 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TH4811 .D47 2006 (14 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TT174 .D48 1996 (26 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX719 .C672 1989 (49 min.)

Discipline today--a positive approach. East Lansing, MI: The Institute, c1990. (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.T73 D57 1990 (29:30 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX6561 .C77 2005 (141 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TJ820 .E2 2007 (ca. 180 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TD195.T7 E2 2008 (ca. 180 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S8 E34 1987 (40 min. total)

Electrical circuits : Ohm’s law. Lawrenceville, N.J. : Shopware, [2006].  
CALL NUMBER: TK7860 .E44 2006 (17 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TK452 .E64 2006 (51 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TK3201 .E43 2006 (15 min.)

CALL NUMBER: SF413 .E44 2012 (96 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: TA157 .E55 2007 (24 min.)

Engineering the impossible. Silver Spring, MD: Discovery Communications, Inc., c2003.
   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E64 2003 (ca. 95 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TH435 .E73 2002 (26 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX652 .E94 2013 (32 min.)

Exceeding expectations. [Hyde Park, NY]: The Institute, c2007.
   CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C78 2007 (79 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: T500.B1 E96 2005 (116 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E96 2003 (50 min.)

Extreme engineering. Bridging the Bering Strait. Silver Spring, MD: Discovery Channel, c2003.
   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E961 2003 (ca. 52 min.)

Extreme engineering. Building Hong Kong’s airport. Silver Spring, MD: Discovery Channel, c2003.
   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E962 2003 (ca. 52 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E963 2003 (50 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E972 2005 (ca. 50 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E973 2005 (53 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E974 2005 (50 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TA6433 .E964 2003 (50 min.)

Extreme engineering. Hong Kong cable car. Silver Spring, MD: Discovery Channel, c2005.
   CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E975 2005 (ca. 50 min.)
CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E976 2005 (50 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E965 2003 (50 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E966 203 (50 min.)

Extreme engineering. Trans-Atlantic tunnel. Silver Spring, MD : Discovery Channel, c2003. 
CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E967 2003 (50 min.)

Extreme engineering. Tunneling under the Alps. Silver Spring, MD : Discovery Channel, c2003. 
CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E968 2003 (50 min.)

Extreme engineering. Widening the Panama Canal. Silver Spring, MD : Discovery Channel, c2003. 
CALL NUMBER: TA633 .E969 2003 (50 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S3 F383 1994 (ca. 24 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S3 F382 1994 (ca. 20 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S3 F384 1994 (ca. 22 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S3 F385 1994 (ca. 20 min.)

Fiber optic active devices : a tailored teaching program to meet the needs of the fiber optic professional. Tukwila, WA : Light Brigade, c2008. 
CALL NUMBER: TA1800 .F534 2008 (118 min.)

Fiber optic passive devices : a tailored teaching program to meet the needs of the fiber optic professional. Tukwila, WA : Light Brigade, c2009. 
CALL NUMBER: TA1800 F53 2009 (120 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TA1800 .F54 2006 (100 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TA1800 .F324 2012 (86 min.)
    CALL NUMBER: TK5103.15 .F53 2005 (95 min.)

Fiber optic system design. Renton, Wash.: Light Brigade, c2011.
    CALL NUMBER: TA1800 .F323 2011 (112 min.)

Fiber optic test equipment and testing fiber optic links. Kent, Wash.: Light Brigade, 2005.
    CALL NUMBER: TA1800 .F52 2005 (81 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C79 2005 (23 min.)

Finding Vivian Maier. Orland Park, IL: MPI Home Video, c2014
    CALL NUMBER: TR140.M35 F56 2014 (90 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: H9445.H7 F57 2008 (10 min.)

Flashover!. Tulsa, OK: Fire Engineering / PennWell Publishing Co. 1990. (VHS)
    CALL NUMBER: TH9151 .F63 1990 (20 min.)

The food guide pyramid and contemporary nutrition. [Charleston, WV]: Cambridge Research Group, c1993. (VHS)
    CALL NUMBER: TX364 .F66 1993 (25 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: TP370.2 .F66 2009 (91 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.P8 F66 (12:05 min.)

Food purchasing II: Let the buyer beware. Skokie, IL: NEM, c1975. (VHS)
    CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.P8 F667 (13:32 min.)

Food safety. Charleston, WV: Cambridge Educational, c1995. (VHS)
    CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S24 F667 1995 (ca. 28 min.)

Food safety the HACCP way: safeguarding against foodborne illness. East Lansing, MI: The Institute, 1994. (VHS)
    CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S3 F66 1994 (ca. 12 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.M38 F66 1992 (ca. 25 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TH5201 .F68 2006 (14 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TH2301 .F72 1990 (ca. 70 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX719 .F78 2005 (432 min.)

From the Earth to the moon. New York City, NY: Home Box Office; a Burbank, CA: distributed by Warner Home Video, c2013. (5DVD’s)
   CALL NUMBER: TL789.8 .U6 F76 2009 (approximately 720 mins.)

Front office--Guest relations. East Lansing, MI: The Institute, 1986. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.C8 G83 (20 min.)

Front office--Handling guest complaints. East Lansing, MI: The Institute, 1986. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.C8 H35 (20 min.)

Front office--Registering the guest. East Lansing, MI: The Institute, c1990. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.F75 R43 (15 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.M3 U67 (24:08 min.)

Fuel. [Canoga Park, Calif.]: Cinema Libre Studio, c2010.
   CALL NUMBER: HD9566 .F84 2010 (112 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TH4811 .F88 2001 (11 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C81 2007 (27 min.)


   CALL NUMBER: TN881.A1 G375 2014 (ca. 125 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TL 140 .G46 T84 2010 (41 mins.)
Genetic roulette: the gamble of our lives. [Fairfield, IA]: Institute for Responsible Technology, [2012].
   CALL NUMBER: TP248.65.F66 G46 2012 (85 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TR140.A73 G64 1989 (30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TT957 .G66 2010 (95 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TR650 .C66 2000 v.1 (ca. 156 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.T73 G82 (ca. 14 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.T73 G86 (ca. 17 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C82 2004 (27 min.)

Handling and evaluating seafood. Chicago, IL: Dist. by Natl. Inst. for the Foodservice Industry, c1986. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: TX595.S42 H36 1986 (21 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.C8 H36 1986 (15 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.R47 H37 (19 min.)

The healthy palate. [Hyde Park, N.Y.]: The Institute, c2005.
   CALL NUMBER: TX651 .C83 2005 (122 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TR140.C3 H4 1998 (51 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TK7881.8 .H587 1999 (ca. 50 min.)

Hockney the photographer. Portrait of an artist; v. 12. [Chicago, IL]: Home Vision [distributor], c1983. (VHS)
The hold up: an editing exercise; the rushes. Los Angeles, CA: First Light Video, [2005?].
CALL NUMBER: TR899 .H64 2005 (34 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.F75 H6 1995 (ca. 19 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX945 .H67 (11 min.)

Hot patina video for bronze, brass & copper. Escondido, CA: Sculpt Nouveau, [199-?]. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TS710 .Y63 1990z (77 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX928 .H6 (18:45 min.)

How to fillet flatfish. Hyde Park, NY: The Institute, c1981. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX747 .H67 (10:34 min.)

How to fillet roundfish. Hyde Park, NY: The Institute, c1981. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX747 .H67 (8 min.)

Hungarian cooking. Shawnee Mission, KS: RMI Media Productions, c[198-?]. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX723.5.H8 H86 (29 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TC160 .H937 2004 (ca. 50 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX795 .I33 1991 (30 min.)

Improving communication skills. East Lansing, MI: E.I. Video Productions, c1991. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.C65 I46 1991 (ca. 18 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX911 .I5 1990 (ca. 26 min.)

Indonesian cooking. Shawnee Mission, KS: RMI Media Productions, [c198-?]. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX724.5.I53 I52 (29 min.)

Industrial wonders: Brooklyn bridge. [Silver Spring, MD]: Discovery Communications, Inc., 2003.
CALL NUMBER: TG25.N53 I53 2003 (50 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TK5105.875.I57 I56 2000 (47 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TK5105.875 .I57 I57 1995 (66 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TA1800 .I58 2008 (103 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: T385 .I6 1996 (107 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TP548.2 .I68 2007

   CALL NUMBER: TS710 .Y62 1990z (81 min.)

Jamaican cooking. Shawnee Mission, KS: RMI Media Productions, c[198-?]. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: TX725.J36 J35 (29 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX724 .J48 (29 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX649.O56 J57 2012 (83 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TR140.S9 J6 1998 (47:37 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX719 .J85 2012 (ca. 180 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: SB191.M2 K56 2008 (90 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: TX661 .K58 2010 (44 min.)
CALL NUMBER: TX911.3.S24 K57 1995 (ca. 23 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TL540.W7 K58 2003 (115 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TX801 K64 (16:50 min.)

Lee Miller: through the mirror. Chicago, IL: Home Vision Arts, c1995. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TR140.M55 L43 1995 (54 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TC337 L44 2006 (50 min.)

Light is right: cooking for health. Bloomington, IL: Meridian Education Corp., c1988. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: TX737 L53 (93 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TH5101 L6 2005 (ca. 13 min.)

CALL NUMBER: TR140.S34 L66 1998 (59 min.)
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